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Posh Pillow
Perfect for a young girl’s bedroom or her 

favorite daydreaming spot, this pillow features 
alternating stripes of bright multi yarn and 

loopy chenille type yarn.

Rows 2–5: Ch 2 (counts as first hdc here and 
throughout), hdc in each st across; change to 
B at end of Row 5, turn.
Row 6: Ch 1, loosely sc in each st across; 
change to A, turn—36 sc.
Rows 7–9: Repeat Row 2 three times; change 
to B at end of Row 9.
Row 10: Repeat Row 6.
Rows 11–15: Repeat Row 2 five times; 
change to B at end of Row 15.
Rows 16–65: Repeat Rows 6-15 five times.

Flap
Row 66: Repeat Row 6. Note. Place a stitch 
marker at each end of row for assembly.
Rows 67 and 68: Repeat Row 2 twice.
Row 69 (buttonhole row): Ch 2, hdc in first 
6 sts, ch 2, skip next 2 sts (for buttonhole), 
hdc in next 5 sts, ch 2, skip next 2 sts, hdc in 
next 6 sts, ch 2, skip next 2 sts, hdc in next 
5 sts, ch 2, skip next 2 sts, hdc in remaining 
sts, turn—28 hdc and 4 ch-2 spaces (for 
buttonholes).
Row 71: Ch 2, *hdc in each st to next ch-2 
space, hdc in next 2 ch; repeat from * 3 times, 
hdc in remaining sts—36 hdc. Fasten off.  
Fold cover at Row 33 so that Row 1 is aligned 
with marked row and all B rows match. Pin 
sides together. Hold cover with wrong side of 
flap facing and to your left (hold to your right if 
you are left-handed).
Row 72: Working through both thicknesses 
and across ends of rows between first 2 sts, 
join B with sc in first row at bottom of cover, 
sc evenly spaced across ends of rows and flap 
to last row, 3 sc in first st, sc in each st to last 
st, 3 sc in last st, working across ends of rows, 
sc evenly spaced across other end of flap and 
ends of rows through both thicknesses and 
between first 2 sts. Fasten off.

Pillow measures 16” (40.5 cm) square

Notes
1. Hold two strands of A together throughout.
2. Working with B:

a. The yarn is comprised of a strand of
chenille and a strand of thread. Treat the 
yarn as if it were one strand; do not work 
into spaces between the chenille and 
thread. 

b. Work with a slightly looser tension than 
with A.

c. Begin each wrong side row with a plain
section of yarn, not at a cluster of loops
(if necessary, cut off the first cluster
before joining the yarn at the end of the
previous row). When you reach a cluster,
do not work into it or pull through a loop;
instead, guide it to the right side of the
fabric and continue to crochet with the
plain sections of the strand.

3. To change yarn at the end of a row or
round, work last stitch of old yarn to last
yarn over. Yarn over with new yarn and
draw through all loops on hook to complete
stitch. Proceed with new yarn. Cut old yarn.

4. Catch the tails behind the stitching of the
next row to minimize weaving in ends.
Weaving in doesn’t need to be too precise
as all ends will be tucked into the wrong
side of the pillow cover before the pillow
form is inserted.

5. If your buttons are sew-through style with
holes, be sure to create a shank when
sewing to the pillow cover so the fabric
doesn’t tug when buttoned.

PILLOW COVER
With 2 strands of A held together, ch 37.
Row 1 (right side): Hdc in 3rd ch from hook 
(beginning ch counts as first hdc) and in each 
ch across, turn—36 hdc.

obtain the gauge.

RED HEART® 
Gumdrop®, Art. E800 
available in multicolor  
4 oz (113 g), 204 yd 
(187 m) balls

RED HEART® Lolli™, Art 
E813 available in  
3.5 oz (100 g) 80 yd  
(73 m) balls

Designed by Randy Cavaliere

What you will need:

RED HEART® Gumdrop®: 3 balls 620 
Cherry A

RED HEART® Lolli™: 1 ball 9764 
Watermelon B

Susan Bates® Crochet Hook: 8mm 
[US L-11]

Yarn needle, 2 stitch markers, four 
1½” (38 mm) buttons, 16” (40.5 cm) 
square pillow form, sewing needle 
and matching thread (optional).

GAUGE: 9 sts = 4” (10 cm); 8 rows = 
4” (10 cm) in pattern with A. CHECK 
YOUR GAUGE. Use any size hook to 
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FINISHING 
Weave in ends. Insert pillow form, fold flap 
over and mark placement for buttons under 
each buttonhole. Sew buttons with yarn 
needle and 1 strand of A or sewing needle and 
matching thread.

ABBREVIATIONS
A and B = Yarn A, and Yarn B; ch = chain; hdc 
= half double crochet; sc = single crochet; 
st(s) = spaces; * = repeat whatever follows 
the * as indicated.
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